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Abstract

Moving object generators have developed rapidly in recent years, contributing to the

development and benchmark of data intensive applications. The generated outputs are

important for the acquisition of realistic, real-time positions of moving objects (vehicles)

on road networks to design and evaluate systems and services that monitor traffic, dis-

cover and predict regularities in movement and traffic and provide realistic test scenarios

for future Location-Based Services (LBS) and Intelligent Transport Systems and Services

(ITS/S). In many applications that deal with traffic data, the road network of the target

simulation area is needed, and for the results to be useful the simulated input data should

mimic real data as much as possible. Therefore, in this thesis, the popular Brinkhoff gen-

erator which simulates moving objects based on road network is extended in four major

ways. First, the generator is initialized by an OD file. Such files can be generated from

OD matrices that are common in transportation research. These OD matrices are either

obtained based on surveys or geostatistical datasets and a model. Second, the generator

is extended to implement three movement observation models: Time-Based Observa-

tion (TBO), Change-Based Observation (CBO), Location-Based Observation (LBO) and

three trajectory referencing models: Linear Referencing (LR), Euclidean Referencing

(ER) and Network Segment Based Referencing (NSBR). Third, based on the Green-

shield flow model, a theoretical and reasonably realistic macro model for the interaction

of objects at intersections is proposed and integrated into the extended generator. Finally,

an interface with user-defined parameters is integrated into the Brinkhoff generator to

manage the input file selection, extension models selection and the output datasets files

generation. On a standard computer, the generator can simulate 8.5% of the realistic trips

generated in one day in less than 29 hours, 4% of the motorized trips (5057 trips from

total 126446 trips) during a typical peak hour, 100% of the motorized trips (9751 trips)

during a typical off peak hour of a city like Copenhagen with 590 thousand inhabitants.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

With the fast development of satellite, sensor, wireless and video technologies, it is possi-

ble to trace moving objects in real life, and collect massive amounts of object movement

data. For example, social networks (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) enable the update of

clients’ current positions by mobile phones and other location-aware devices; zoologists

attach telemetry equipment on animals to trace animal mobility; and meteorologists use

weather satellites and radars to observe clouds. The geo-referenced information of vari-

ous moving object types, such as animals, mobile devices and vehicles can be collected.

Different types of moving objects data can provide implications in different areas, for

example,the movement data collected during bird migration in ecological studies can aid

the exploration of bird migration patterns, ships movement data can contribute to marine

transportation research, and etc. In addition, moving object trajectory which is the de-

scription of the movement of these objects has become an increasingly important type

of data. Organized generation of scalable and representative moving object trajectories

can be very helpful. Applications such as, the detection of traffic jam, moving object

trajectories prediction [14], modelling and optimizing network performance according to

dynamic road pricing ( [12] and [9]), evaluation of moving object databases and other

transportation analysis [11] also need the employment of large sets of well-defined mov-

ing objects trajectories.

Most of the applications need spatio-temporal data with high density, coverage and

over long periods. This can only be collected when applications have reached very high

adoption rates. However, in real life, the high density coverage of spatio-temporal data

can not be easily obtained. The reasons are that: in ethic aspect, people value their pri-

vacy, and the value of privacy differs from individual to individual but it is almost always

greater than zero and very few people would be willing to trade this greater than zero

value commodity for something experimental / developmental and with no immediate

utility, which is the reason why it is hard to obtain high density and coverage data; in
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technical aspect, mobile computing and positioning is still very much battery intensive,

as well as the sensing capability is limited, hence the high rate sampling of trajectory

traces is still not feasible, but future services might assume some technological advances

and rely on such trajectory traces.

Therefore, the area of simulating moving objects with different movement modes has

been an interesting topic with applications in animal migration studies, navigation sys-

tems and transportation. In this line of work researchers try to simulate the mobility of

people, cars, ships and other moving objects. Information inferred from different types

of movement enriches the knowledge of moving objects in different research fields. The

simulation of moving objects not only provides large sets of well-defined trajectories but

also datasets with high coverage. In the moving object generator area, some generators

consider the moving object behaviour as randomly generated trips, and some regulates the

mobility models in advance of the data generation. However, in the study of traffic trans-

portation area, moving objects such as cars, trains, the movement pattern is not chaotic

or with random trajectories. With the maturity and wide applications of GPS, radio and

other wireless communication technologies, the information of moving object data can be

acquired conveniently. Many moving objects related applications require such telematics

technology to update instant traffic information and assistance services. Such applica-

tions include: keeping track of the positions of the vehicles in military services, road

traffic information updating, etc. In all these applications dealing with spatio-temporal

data, the objects move according to a road network.

The Brinkhoff moving object generator [2], which simulates mainly physical aspect

of object mobility, generates moving objects based on road network. The most important

properties of the moving objects in Brinkhoff generator are the speed limit of the object

classes, the road speed limit, the maximum capacity of the road segments, the influence

of other moving objects on the speed and the routing of the object, the influence of exter-

nal events and time scheduled traffic. The start and end nodes of the trips are determined

by the road network density or region-based approach. These characteristics are the ba-

sic specifications for the generation of spatio-temporal data. An interactive interface is
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designed for users to control the generation of the features of the resulting dataset. For

example, the maximum timestamp to generate objects, number of generated moving ob-

jects and external objects per timestamp, classes of moving objects and external objects,

report probability, and so on. Users can control the behaviour of the generator by varying

the parameters in a control file for the generator, for example, limitation of the minimum

and maximum timestamps, definition of the location for road network storage in the com-

puter, and settings of the map viewer. The generation of the resulting dataset is based on

real road network data with user-defined properties.

Most of the existing moving object simulators mainly focus on modelling the physical

aspects of moving objects. However, most of the movement is not randomly triggered.

For example, people do not travel to a particular place every weekday just for no rea-

son, they go to the specific places for working. Modelling the social aspects of the trips

generated by people is of significant importance in transportation area. As most of the

transportation movements are conducted by people, it is essential to consider the social

aspects of the mobility. In the field of spatio-temporal data mining, it is concerned to ex-

tract crucial information from the moving object trajectories, in order to explore regular

patterns of movement. Therefore, to aid the development in spatio-temporal data man-

agement and data mining techniques, the simulation with emphasis on the modelling of

social and geo-demographical aspects of mobility is necessary. Spatio-Temporal Activity

Simulator [6] (ST-ACTS) is a spatio-temporal activity simulator, which based on a num-

ber of real-world data sources consisting of fine-grained geo-demographic population,

information about businesses and facilities, and related consumer surveys. The simulator

forms a realistic basis for simulation.

For the results to be useful the simulated input data should mimic real data as much

as possible. Therefore, in this paper, the Brinkhoff generator is initialized by an OD file

modeled from ST-ACTS to produce moving object dataset. However, the OD file could

come from many sources, one of them being a realistic simulator like ST-ACTS.

However, sometimes it is not sufficient to present just simulation of object move-

ments. Researchers tend to explore more detailed patterns from the simulated trajectories,
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in order to get a more comprehensive view of the objects’ mobility.

Researchers studying solutions to traffic jam may be interested in how the vehicles act

according to the density of the road network, for example, how the speed of the vehicles

will change as the roads’ density varies; if the previous path reach its capacity and no

vehicles can enter it, at this time a reroute must be taken and which path will they take;

how the time varies for one vehicle travelling from the same origin to the same destination

if the roads are congested to different degrees.

Applications such as simulation of urban transportation need a large amount of real-

world data test. It is not enough to just know the origins and destinations of all the trips

generated one day. For example, if one wants to analyse the dynamic traffic full view

during the rush hours, datasets with timestamped position records of the vehicles are

required. The time period between two timestamps for the position recording customized

by the researchers according to their demands is necessary. However, the datasets with

timestamped position records are not enough, for vehicles travel at different speeds, some

with high speed, e.g. 120 KPH, in this situation, even if the time period is one second, the

object deviates from the previous position with about 34 meters. Consider this scenario,

if there are several short roads (less than 30 meters long) leading to another road, with one

second as time interval for position generation, the short roads will be ‘skipped’. A better

way to solve such problem is to introduce a generation of position record when the current

position of the object differs from the previous one by some threshold. The researchers

decide the value of the threshold for detailed research requirements. In this way, if one

wants to investigate into specific short roads, the change based position generation model

will be more preferable.

Geo-fence is a virtual perimeter for a real-world geographic area [4]. The boundaries

of the geo-fences are usually circles around locations of interest, such as stores. When

the location-aware device of a LBS user enters or exits such locations, notification will be

generated and sent to a mobile or a email address. There are many uses for such service.

In child-location services, when a child leaves a designated area, a notification can be

generated and sent to the parents’ mobile. In security systems, when the private area with
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predefined geo-fence borders is broke into, the area owner can receive a notification.

In the transportation system, geosensors with ranges can be allocated at certain areas to

detect vehicles which enters the sensor range. If the time when the objects enters and exits

the sensor range can be recorded, the records can be used for tracking certain vehicles in

these areas.

1.2 Goals and objectives

The goal of this research project is to extend the Brinkhoff simulator such that it can

simulate the realistic movements of objects on the road network according to a user-

specified spatio-temporal trip distribution and output the simulation results in various

formats (according to OMs and TRMs) to optimally meet the needs of applications (e.g.,

LBS and Geofencing). To meet these general goals the proposed extension specifically:

• facilitates the initialization of movement based on realistic spatial-temporal distri-

butions of trips (OD trip file or OD matrix), which enables the simulation of trips

from real world.

• models dynamic speeds on road segments based on object densities

• models the interactions of objects at intersections, and

• implements three Observation Models (OMs) and three Trajectory Referencing

Models (TRMs).

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related

work. Section 3 provides overview of traffic stream models. Section 4 describes the

methods and the theories for the above extensions. Section 5 presents data and experi-

ment results with analysis and discussion. Section 6 examines and critically analyzes the

output. Section 7 concludes and provides consideration for further research.
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2 Related Work

In this section, several studies about moving object generators are reviewed. First, some

works with no initialization of OD distributions that mainly focus on the simulation of

physical aspects of the moving objects are presented. Then some moving objects gener-

ators initialised with OD distributions are reviewed.

2.1 Moving object generators without input of OD files

Saglio and Moreira [15] offer a framework for driving application modeled from a re-

alistic scenario of fishing ships, with few or no restrictions in motion in spatiotemporal

datasets generation. The generator simulates a scenario that the fishing ships moving in

the direction in which most attractive shoals of fish exist. While in the process of move-

ment toward shoals which are attracted by plankton areas, the ships should also avoid

storm areas. The ships and harbours are represented as moving objects and static objects,

and the shoals of fish and storm areas are represented by regions with varying shape and

fixed centres. The generator plays the observer role by instantly recording observations

at appropriate time. The output of the program is a set of tuples of the type (Type,

ShipId, T, x, y). The Type corresponds to a ship type. ShipId is an identifier.

The pair x,y holds the location of the fishing ship at time T. The default generation model

parameters are based on the information obtained from a real application for monitoring

fishing activities.

Giannotti et al. [5] provide a system called CEllular Network Trajectories Recon-

struction Environment (CENTRE), and it aims at randomly generating movement data of

users through cellular network by simulating semantic-based movement behaviors from a

setting of user parameters. The system allows users to combine their preferences, which

may influence the random distributions, domain semantics such as cartography or spatial

constraints. In addition, the collection of rectangles representing obstacles are modeled

and must be avoided by moving objects during generation process. The user can run the

generation process with different group of self-defined behavior. The typical aspects of a
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moving object such as velocity, direction, agility can be defined by using several proba-

bility distributions. These distributions are then combined to generate typical trajectories.

Krajzewicz et al. [10] introduce a simulation of traffic road network of a city. The

simulation is multi-modal, which models not only car movements within the city, but

also public transportation systems on the road network including train networks. A single

human being is simulated as the moving object and described by a departure time and the

route. The simulated person drive or walk to the nearest public transportation system and

the route continues by other means of transport. The car or train speed are adapted to the

speed of the leading vehicle in a way that yields to a collision-free system behavior, while

the walking part is not simulated but is modeled estimating the time the person needs to

reach the destination. In [10] the output of the simulation contains all edges and all lanes

along with the vehicles driving on them for every time stamp.

The above generators mainly focus on the generation of moving objects on their phys-

ical aspect, the traffic flows in each of the generators are randomly generated. There are

no support for initializing the generation of network-based trajectories from timestamped

OD input, which is different from this study.

2.2 Moving object generators with input of OD files

Theodorides et al. [17] propose an algorithm Generate Spatio Temporal Data (GSTD)

for generating sets of moving points or rectangular data that follow an extended set of

distributions. The moving object identified by its ID, is a time-evolving spatial object.

The evolution of the object is represented by its spacestamp and timestamp. Thus a two-

dimensional time-evolving point is modeled as a line in three-dimensional space. The

distribution of data is initialized by a uniform, Gaussian and skewed statistical distribu-

tion. A definition of a set of parameters is also addressed to control the evolution of the

spatial objects. Pfoser and Theodoridis [13] extended the approach GSTD by introduc-

ing new parameters to create more realistic object movements and permit the creation of

trajectories originating from objects moving in an obstructed environment. Tzouramanis
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Figure 1: Generalized relationships among speed, flow and density

et al. [19] propose a more parametric time-evolving regional data generator, in which the

time domain and the workspace extent, the maximum number of objects in the sample,

the minimum and maximum speed, zoom and rotation-angle per time slot, the percentage

of static and moving objects, etc. can be specified. In summary works in [17], [19] and

[13] do not consider the road network as the basis of simulation, which is the primary

aspect of the proposed network-based simulation extension. These works also do not

provide OD initialization, different observation or referencing models.

The review of the above simulator reveals that the existing moving objects simulators

model the movement mainly from physical aspects and rarely adopt the road network

from the real world as the generation basis. And the so far proposed methods have

not been considering the combination of generating moving objects dataset from both

physical and social aspects based on a real road network, have no support for different

observation and reference models and is lack of dynamic impedance costs based on road

network densities and a simple but realistic road network intersection model.

3 Overview of Traffic Flow Models

Traffic flow theory is concerned with the application of the laws of mathematics, proba-

bility theory, and physics to the study of interactions between vehicles, drivers and traffic
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infrastructure with the aim of understanding traffic behavior and developing solutions for

transportation problems. Flow, V , is the rate at which vehicles pass a point on a road-

way and is expressed in vehicles per unit of time. Density, D, is the concentration of

vehicles on a roadway and is expressed as the number of vehicles per length of roadway.

The value of D can be determined directly from the scaled distance and vehicle count,

where D = N
L

, N is the number of vehicles counted and L is the length of the section.

It can be observed that as the traffic density in lanes or on a roadway increases, the

speed of the traffic decreases. Figure 1 (from [18]) shows the fundamental relationships

among speed, flow and density. When density reaches the critical density D0, the road

reaches its maximum flow Vm and the speed at that point is decreased to S0. When the

density increases more than the critical density, the flow decreases, and when the density

reaches the jam density Dj , the flow becomes zero and all traffic is stopped.

Various speed-density models have been proposed to analyse the speed-density re-

lationship, since Greenshield’s seminal paper [8]. Details of the various speed-density

models are listed in the following discussion.

3.1 Greenshield Model

In 1935, Greenshield proposed a linear relationship between speed and traffic density in

an early investigation of traffic characteristics, the model can be expressed as

S = Sf (1−
D

Dj

)

where Sf is the free-flow speed obtained when the D is zero, while Dj is the jam density

(i.e., the maximum value of D), which implies when the value of D reaches Dj , the speed

S becomes zero. The model is simple to use and the correlation between the model and

field data can be found. However, the linear relationship does not exist over the entire

range of the variables.
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3.2 Greenberg Model

Greenberg [7] developed a logarithmic speed-density model in the following form

S = S0ln(
D

Dj

)

where S0 is the critical speed when the number of vehicles reaches the maximum traffic

capacity. This model shows good agreement with field data for congested flows, but when

density D approaches zero, the speed S diverges to infinity. Thus, a disadvantage of this

model is that it is less satisfactory to predict speeds at lower densities.

3.3 Underwood Model

Underwood [20] proposed an exponential model in the following form

S = Sfe
−( D

D0
)

where D0 is the critical density corresponding to the maximum traffic capacity. The

shortcoming of this model is that it does not present zero speed at high concentration.

Therefore, it cannot be used for predicting speeds at high densities.

3.4 Drake Model

Drake [3] proposed a similar model to Underwood’s which uses the bell-shaped or normal

curve as a model of speed-density using the form

S = Sfe
−0.5( D

D0
)2

Although no single model is the “best” model, it would appear that the Greenshields

model is the simplest to use, provides insights into the behaviour of traffic streams for

uninterrupted flow, and gives a satisfactory fit to observed data over a sufficient range of

variable spectrum to make the results useful. In this paper, the Greenshields model is

adopted as the basic analytical model for speed-density relationship.
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4 Methodology

Figure 2 is a flowchart which illustrates overview of the extended generator. The work-

flow is composed of two parts : the user side and the generator side. It begins with that

the user selects the input OD and sensors files, and specifies which models to be gener-

ated and the corresponding parameters. Then the user specifies the control file, which

limits the all supported input fields, so that their values may be changed for the required

extreme values. In the control file, users can also decide the storage location for the net-

work, the width and height of the map viewer and other properties of the applet. After the

user side is finished, the generator reads in the road network, the OD and sensors files,

and produces the output datasets.
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        Output datasets 

Simulation 

1. Collect intersected edge segments for LBO model and store in lists. 

2. Calculate edge segment speeds based on the dynamic number of objects 

on the edges and their interactions at intersections (based the modified 

Greenshield model). 

3. Record object position by adopting different object position update 

methods: i) every time moment, ii) every traversed edge. 

4. Implementation of TBO, CBO in ER,LR models by applying update methods 

i) and ii) in step3, LBO by step1, NSBR by method ii) in step3.  

Specification of the input files and models 

Input: OD file, Sensors file. 

Model selection: TBO, CBO, LBO, ER, LR, NSBR. 

 

Figure 2: Overview of the generator
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4.1 Input and output

As the generator aims to simulate moving objects of a city, it has to read in and output

large amount of data. The larger input of the OD pairs from the OD file, the more memory

consumption and I/O time cost of the input of the OD pairs and the output of the results.

There are three ways to control the I/O procedure in the generation process:

• Input, simulate and output objects one by one. For example, if there are 1000

objects to be simulated, the generator starts with read in one pair of OD points,

then simulate the movement and output the result, after that the generator process

the next line of OD points following the same procedure as the first one. The same

procedure iterates until all of the objects are simulated and written to the files.

• Output results once the maximum memory is reached. In this way, the generator

first reads in all of the OD pairs, then simulate the movement and store the results

of the moving objects in the memory. If the maximum capacity of the memory is

reached, but the simulation has not finished yet, the generator will start outputting

the results to the disk first and then simulate the unfinished moving objects move-

ment at the same time.

• Output results after the simulation is finished. The generator stores the required

OD pairs and the simulation results in the memory, after the whole simulation

procedure is finished, then the stored position results are written to the disk.

In this study, the ability of the generator to simulate large amount of moving objects

movement within a reasonable period of time is the main concern. However, in the first

I/O approach, the simulation time is split, and in the second approach the simulation

process is even interrupted by the outputting procedure, both of the I/O approaches lead

to the inconvenience to measure the time and ability for the generator to simulate the

movement. As a result, the third approach is adopted in this study. Nevertheless, the

main drawback of the third approach is that since the simulation require large number of

objects, before the input procedure starts there should be enough memory assigned to the

generator application.
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Figure 3: Example of matching points to road network segments

4.2 Matching of OD points to the road network

The input OD file is simulated from simulator, while the road network is converted from

shapefile. As a result, the OD points may not be exactly on the road network. The reason

for matching the OD points from the file to the road network is that in the routing process,

the first route can only be made by determining the origin and destination points on the

road network first. If the right origin and destination points are not determined on the road

network first before routing, the generator will randomly determine the OD points which

in most instances are not the intended OD points in the OD file. If without appropriate

treatment, it would cause tremendous deviations and errors in route calculations. As a

result, the implementation of matching OD points to the road network is reasonable and

feasible treatment.

Figure 3 shows one example of the matching process. The triangle M represents one

unmatched node, the solid lines E1, E2, E3 and E4 and dashed lines H1, H2, H3 and

H4 represent edges of the network and the distances between the point M and the edges,

respectively. The core idea adopted to match the point M to the network is to simply
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Figure 4: Example for intersection interaction

compare the length of the dashed lines, and use the shortest one, then match the node to

the corresponding edge, and determine the position of node on the edge of the network.

The matched location (point) is the perpendicular projection of the unmatched location

(point) onto the edge (line) that is at the closest distance to the unmatched point. In this

case M is matched to its perpendicular projection onto E4 because H4 is the smallest of

all the H’s .

4.3 Traffic congestion simulation

Every road segment has its capacity. During some specific time period, like the rush

hours, the number of vehicles may exceed the road capacity ultimately causing a traffic

jam. Speed of the vehicles will decrease according to the roads congestion degrees, and

when the traffic density reaches the jam density at time t, the vehicles will stop. The

relationship between speed and density can be described by the Greenshield model as

mentioned in Section 3. However, the Greenshield model does not take the effect of
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interaction of objects at intersections into consideration, which could constantly happen

in real world. Consider the following scenario:

Figure 4 shows one type of a road intersection. The black spots represent moving

vehicles on the roads, and the circle is the target vehicle which is going in the direction as

the arrow shows from the south to the north crossing the intersection. At the same time,

there are thousands of other moving objects heading in or out of the intersection, which

means speed of the target vehicle is not only influenced by the vehicles on the same road

network segment but also by vehicles that are moving on road network segments that are

directly connected to the same intersection.

To have a theoretical and reasonably realistic macro model for the interaction of ob-

jects at intersections, the following modified Greenshield model is proposed, which is a

weighted sum of the relative densities of the directed edges. The directed edges either

terminate or start at the given intersection node. The proposed model is as follows:

S∗ = S∗
f (1−

W∗D∗ +Wi

∑n
i=1Di

D∗
j (W∗ + nWi)

)

In the modified model, S∗
f and D∗

j represent the free-flow speed for the target edge and

the jam density of the target edge, respectively. W∗ is the weight for the density D∗ of the

edge on which the target object is travelling, where Wi, Di and n represent the weight of

the density, the relative density and the number of all the other edges that are connected

to the given intersection node, respectively. The weights are parameters, if the proportion

of Wi is higher than that of W∗, the speed of the target object will be more influenced by

the objects on the other edges crossing the intersection than the objects on the same edge

as the target object, and if the proportion of Wi is lower than that of W∗, the objects on

the other edges will have lower impact on the speed of the target object. When the Wi

is set to be zero, then the equation essentially reduces to the original Greenshield model.

The value of density for each segment can be calculated by the following equation:

Dt =
Nt

LNlanes

In this paper, Nt is defined as the number of objects on the road segment at time t, L is
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defined as the length of the road segment, and Nlanes is the number of lanes for the edge.

After the determination of the origin and destination points, the route computation

should try to find a path with lowest traversal cost (i.e. the shortest path) following the

road network connections. In this paper, the route computation is achieved by using Di-

jkstra’s algorithm. The cost Ct of each edge at time t can be represented by the following

function of the edge length L and the object current speed St:

Ct =
L

St

Once the current density of the edge reaches jam density, no new objects can enter

the edge, and consequently a reroute will take place for the new objects.

4.4 Definition of user-defined parameters

Most of the time users tend to obtain custom data for analysis purpose. For example,

if users only need to analyse the resulting datasets from TBO model, then the output

from other models are not need. However, if there are no options available for users to

decide which model to execute, the generator will produce all the models, which at most

situations takes considerably more time then to produce the need datasets. Given this

situation, in the extended generator, an interface with user-defined parameters for output

customization and a property file prescribing parameters for the generator control are

supported.

Figure 5(a) shows the user interface for the generator operations of the extended gen-

erator. The ojb./begin (M) and ojb./begin (E) define the number of moving objects and

external objects at the beginning. External objects are the rectangles simulating weather

conditions or other events with influences on objects movement routes and speed. There

are different types of external objects:

• External objects, which exist over the whole time or temporary.

• Static and moving external objects.

• External objects with fixed shapes or with changing spatial extensions.
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(a) User interface for generator options (b) Typical property file

Figure 5: Interfaces to set simulation parameters / options / attributes (pick on) of the

extended generator

The basic properties of the external objects are the speed limit for moving object

within the external object area, and lifetime of the external objects. The ojb./time (M)

and ojb./time (E) parameters specify the number of moving objects and external objects

newly generated per time stamp. The classes (M) and classes (E) define the number of

classes of the objects. Different classes of moving objects represent different types of

vehicles, like cars, campers, trailers and motor bikes, and each class defines correspond-

ing speed limit for the moving objects. Similar to the definition of moving objects, in the

classified external objects, different external object classes are with different speed limit,

spatial extensions, and lifetime. In this study the class for moving object is set to be one,

and the external object number is set to be zero, as the distinguished / separate simulation

of those is of little interest in this study1. The Zoom In and Zoom Out parameters are for

enlarging and reducing the map scale. The W, E, N and S parameters are for moving the

map to the west, east, north and south respectively. The maximum time represents the

length of simulations in terms of timestamps. In the extended generator, the timestamp

1The original simulators ability to simulate the movement and interactions of different number and type

of internal and external objects is not affected by the extension.
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will be mapped with real time first, then the generation process begins with updating ob-

ject positions in real time form, and the time form in the output report will also be in real

time form. Report probability defines the probability of reporting the moving objects,

if the number is set to be 1000, it means the object is reported during the computation

process with a probability of 100%. The max.speed div. defines the speed of the moving

objects as follows. The sum of the x- and y-extension of the data space is divided by

this value for determining the maximum speed of the objects. The larger this value, the

slower the moving objects. The value must be 1 or larger. However, in this study the

maximum speed of moving objects is not set as mentioned above, but is the maximum

speed allowed on the edge which is also the value of Sf . The extended Extension graph-

ical user interface (GUI) controller is for customization of the observation and trajectory

referencing models, regulation of the report form, which is demonstrated in Section 4.5.

Figure 5(b) is the control file of the extended generator. The parameters are composed

by three different parts: parameters that set the limits of the OD input file, concerning the

data generation and concerning the map visualization, all the three parts are indicated by

a comment line starting with an exclamation mark. Especially the parameter url spec-

ifies the folder location of the road network data. The timestamp in the simulation file

counts from midnight, so that in the early timestamps the generated trips may not be as

intensive as in the later timestamps. The PROCESS TIME STAMP START parameter

is added in this study to allow the user to control from which timestamp to start gener-

ating the output datasets. In general sense, the simulation file consists of a large number

of objects and trips, if there are no restriction parameters, the generator runs the whole

simulations for every computation. The PROCESS LINE NUMBER START and the

PROCESS LINE NUMBER END parameters enable the customization of lines in the

simulation data to start processing and finish computation, which offers a flexible alter-

native pattern for users to make analysis choice. For functions of the other parameters in

the control file, the user is referred to the user manual of the original simulator [1].
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Figure 6: Dialog for reporting options

4.5 Implementation of models

The extended Extension GUI controller that is displayed in Figure 5(a) is a dialog trigger.

The interactive dialog is displayed in Figure 6. The dialog regulates the selections and

computations of the three movement observation and three trajectory referencing models.

4.5.1 Implementation of movement observation models

After initializing the generator by selection of object-origin-destination input file, the

computations are ready for customization. The Time-Based Observation (TBO) model

allows the generation of a position-record of an object at regularly spaced time moments,

e.g. every 0.1 seconds in real time. The position-record frequency is user-defined and

the unit is second. In the Change-Based Observation (CBO) model, the object position

record is generated when the current position of the object differs from the previous one

by some threshold. For example, if the threshold is set to be 50 meters, the position

record of an object is generated every 50 meters along the route. As the Figure 6 shows,

the threshold is user-defined and the unit is meter.

The Location-Based Observation (LBO) model enables the computation that an ob-
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Figure 7: Intersection types of edges with range frontier of the sensors

ject position is generated when the object comes close to a specific location, which is

detected by a geo-referenced sensor. LBO model first imports sensors positions, and then

the generation starts by collecting the intersected edges. Intersected here means the inter-

section of the edge with each range frontier of the sensors. Figure 7 shows four different

types of the intersection.

The black spots in the intersections represent one specific sensor with a dark circle

as its sensor range frontier, while the straight lines stand for four different intersecting

positions of edges with S,E,O (in C4 type are O1 and O2) as start node, end node and

intersection point. In C1, C2, C3, C4 the SO, OE, SE, O1O2 are collected. The genera-

tion of moving objects movement is by monitoring these collected edges. The generator

keeps a list of intersected edges and intersection points for each sensor and checks against

this as the objects’ movements are simulated along their paths. The generator updates the

object position and instant object information (such as the object speed) every time when

the object has fully traversed an edge. The speed varies for a given edge based on the

number of objects that are on the given edge at the given time. Every edges has its direc-
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tion, as a result, by checking against the collected edges lists and the intersection point,

and adopting the instant speed, the time when an object enters or leaves the boundary of

the circular range polygon of a sensor, can be recorded.

The output form for LBO model is <OBJECT ID, SENSOR ID, REALTIMEIN,

REALTIMEOUT>, the REALTIMEIN and REALTIMEOUT parameters note the time

when a specific object enters the range of a specific sensor and the time when the ob-

ject leaves in real time form. If there is no entrance (i.e. the trip is generated within

the sensor range), the value of REALTIMEIN is set to be NULL. If there is no exit

(i.e. trips with destination nodes within the sensor range), the value of REALTIMEOUT

is set to be NULL. If the trip is started and ended within the sensor frontier, both of

the REALTIMEIN and REALTIMEOUT parameters are set to be NULL. The details of

the algorithm for LBO computation are explained in Algorithm1 1. Lines 5-6, 12-14

of Algorithm1 handle intersection type C3 and C2 respectively, where the list INedge

stores the IDs of the edges in E that have at least one end point inside of the range or

any one of the sensors in S. Lines 9-11 handle the intersection type C1, where OUTedge

stores the edge IDs of the edges in E that have at least one start point inside of the range

or any one of the sensors in S. The list OFFSET in intersection type C1 stores the dis-

tance from the intersected edges’ start node in N1 to the intersection point of the edge

and the sensor range, in intersection type C2 it stores the distance from the intersection

point to the intersected edges’ end node in N2. Lines 17-20 handle intersection type C4,

where the list O1O2 stores the edge IDs of the edges in E intersect the sensors but with

both start and end nodes outside the sensor range, the list OFFSET stores the distance

between the two intersection points.

4.5.2 Implementation of trajectory referencing models

In the linear referencing (LR) movement model, the position of an object is identified by a

road network segment and an offset from the start node of the segment. The report form is

<OBJECT ID, REALTIMEFORM, EDGE ID, OFFSET>, where the value of OFF-

SET is expressed in percentage. In the Euclidean referencing (ER) model, the trajectory
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Algorithm 1: Intersected Edges Collection

Input : a set of sensors S and the road network with a set of edges E

a set of edge start nodes N1 and a set of edge end nodes N2

Output: INedge, OUTedge, OFFSET , O1O2 are saved for further processing

1 begin

2 foreach s in S do

3 foreach e in E do

4 Compare distances between s and n1 in N1, s and n2 in N2

5 if ldist < s.range then

6 Add edge to list INedge

7 if ldist > s.range and sdist < s.range then

8 if sn1 < s.range then

9 Calculate intersection point o

10 Add distance between start node n1 and point o to list

OFFSET ← dist(n1, o)

11 Add edge to list OUTedge

12 Calculate intersection point o← intersection(e, s)

13 Add distance between point o and end node n2 to list OFFSET

14 Add edge to list INedge

15 if sdist > s.range then

16 Calculate distance between s and e, dist = distance

17 if dist < range then

18 Calculate intersection point o1 and o2

19 Add distance between o1 and o2 to list OFFSET

20 Add edge to list O1O2

21 continue
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of an object is described by the Euclidean coordinates of the object position when sam-

pled. The report form is <OBJECT ID, X, Y, REALTIMEFORM>. In the network

segment based referencing (NSBR) model, the movement of an object is represented as

a contiguous sequence of time-stamped network segments and respective traversal times.

The report form is <OBJECT ID, EDGE ID, REALTIMEFORM, DURATION>, in

which the REALTIMEFORM is the time indicating when an object has fully traversed an

edge. DURATION is the time taken for the object to traverse the edge.

In the movement observation models selection section, if the TBO model is selected,

the LR or ER model can be selected, and updates position records according to the sam-

ple time period customized by users. This also applies to the CBO model, nevertheless

the LR or ER model updates records according to user defined threshold. Once both

TBO and CBO are chosen, four trajectory files will be created; one for each possible

observation-referencing model pair. The LBO movement observation and NSBR trajec-

tory models can be generated separately. The underlying principle is that, the generator

updates the objects’ positions in two ways: after every user-defined time moment and

once the object has fully traversed an edge. For the first case, the TBO model can be

implemented with two trajectory referencing models outputs (LR, ER), and for the latter

case the CBO model can be created with LR and ER outputs also. Since the NSBR model

deals with the time when the edges along the routes are fully traversed, not requiring in-

stant objects positions, it can be created by recording objects’ positions once the edges

are fully traversed. The principle to enable the LBO output is to monitoring the mov-

ing objects travelling on the collected edges, by adopting both of the objects’ positions

update methods and checking objects’ positions against the collected edges lists and the

intersection points.

Both TBO and CBO models can output datasets which can either implement LR or

ER models, or both of them; LBO model implements no TRMs; NSBR can be achieved

alone and does not depend on any OM. The positions of moving objects are computed

after each user defined time moment, once the trip is generated. After all the computation

is finished, the generator displays trajectories of all the moving objects. Table 1 shows
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`````````````````````̀
OMs and TRMs

Position update methods
every time momentevery traversed edge

TBO ! #

CBO # !

LBO ! !

LR ! !

ER ! !

NSBR # !

Table 1: Relationship between models and the position update methods

the dependencies of the models on different objects’ positions update methods. The

implementation of the TBO model relies on the updating of objects’ positions after every

time moment, while the CBO and NSBR models rely on the updating of objects’ positions

once the objects has traversed an edge. The LBO, LR and ER models need both of the

position updating methods.

5 Experiments and Results

As in practical operations, users usually need thousands or even more objects to be gen-

erated at one time. The run time of the extended generator to produce datasets at a

reasonable time is the main concern. However, the run time can depend on many factors:

number of objects, time interval in the TBO model, threshold in the CBO model, number

and ranges of the sensors and so on. The following experiments give out a general image

of the generator’s parameter sensitivity, scalability and efficiency in simulating moving

objects and outputting of the datasets. The experiments are conducted on a standard com-

puter with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo processor, 2GB main memory running Windows 7

Professional.
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Figure 8: Copenhagen road network classification

5.1 Overview of the data sets

5.1.1 Copenhagen shapefile

The shapefile of Copenhagen used in this study is a MultiNet shapefile from TeleAt-

las [16]. Figure 8 shows that the shapefile consists of main transportation roads for

Copenhagen area, with WGS 1984 UTM Zone 32N projected coordinate system. The

network of Copenhagen city consists of 35473 nodes and 46130 edges (with average

length of 109m). Each of the road segments contains the following attributes: SHAPE,

ID, length, name, MINUTES and FRC. SHAPE represents the geometry shape of the

road. Each road has its own unique ID, length in meters, names. There are a total

number of 46102 road network segments, with 1588 less than 10 meters and 124 more

than 1000 meters. MINUTES lists in minutes the time took for a vehicle to travel each

road at the specific speed limit. FRC is the functional road class which shows the differ-

ent road classes, 8 classes in total, from 0 to 8 corresponding to have the speed limit in

KPH column 120, 60, 60, 45, 45, 35, 20, 15. Table 2 states the meanings of the values in
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Values Road Type Number of lanes

-1 Not Applicable (for FeatTyp 4165) Not Applicable

0 Motorway, Freeway, or Other Major Road 2.5

1 a Major Road Less Important than a Motorway 2

2 Other Major Road 2

3 Secondary Road 1.5

4 Local Connecting Road 1.5

5 Local Road of High Importance 1.5

6 Local Road 1

7 Local Road of Minor Importance 1

8 Other Road 1

Table 2: FRC value meanings and modelled number of lanes

the FRC column. Based on this classification, one can reasonably assume the following

number of lanes per direction for each FRC class.

The shapefile stores the real shape of the road network which contains curves and

arcs in the edge. However, when the shapefile is converted to edge and node files, and

then displayed by the generator, the shape changes. The curves and arcs are replaced

by straight lines or split into shorter lines to form a approximation to the original shape.

The transformation in the generator will result in deviations to the shapefile, but the

implementation of CBO model is simplified and more accurate as it is not easy to measure

a constant length on a curve or an arc. Figure 9 shows the same part of the road network

displayed in the shapefile and in the generator.

5.1.2 Sensors file

Sensors file is required to contain sensors’ positions with the same projected coordinate

system with the Copenhagen shapefile. The distribution of the sensor positions evenly

covers the transportation junctions. Sensors input file can be user defined and the format

is required to contain attributes like sensor ID, sensor’s x coordinate, sensor’s y coordi-
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(a) Road network in shapefile (b) Road network in generator

Figure 9: Comparison of road network in shapefile and generator

Timestamp PID TX TY FX FY

134571990037951172599761747527262506174850

134572050033755772234061785087228506177450

Table 3: Part of three days simulation

nate and range.

5.1.3 Origin and destination files

There are about 590,000 inhabitants living in Copenhagen, however the OD file used

in the experiments is simulated from only 50,000 inhabitants of Copenhagen city for 3

days, which means the simulation OD file accounts for 8.5% of the motorized trips (OD

pairs) that happen within 3 days inside Copenhagen. Table 3 describes part of the rows

and the column details of the simulations applied in the study. Timestamp is the real

time represented in Unix timestamps [21]. FX, FY represent the X and Y coordinates of

the start node of one generated trip at that timestamp, with TX, TY represent coordinates

of end node of the trip respectively. The coordinates in the simulations are in the same

projections as the shapefile data. The PID field in the files identifies a particular object

in the range of 0-590000. Each trip generated has a linear length of more than 3km.
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5.2 Experiment results

The experiments are classified into four different model implementation groups (TBO,

CBO, LBO, NSBR), one group for realistic traffic congestion simulation and the con-

structed scenarios for intersection models.

5.2.1 Experiment results for TBO, CBO, LBO and NSBR models
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(a) Simulation time for varying time interval and

number of objects for TBO model
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Figure 10: Experiment results for TBO and CBO model

In the TBO model group, the experiments are divided into three groups, one group

with time moment 5s, and the other two with 100s and 200s. Within each group, four

experiments are performed independently, characterized by number of trips, and two dif-

ferent TBO object trajectory models are created. Within the CBO model group, the ex-

periments are also divided into three groups. One with the threshold set to be 5m, which

means that the LR and ER report object positions every 5m along the corresponding tra-

jectory, and in the other two groups the thresholds are 100m and 200m. Figure 10 plots

the gradient relationships between number of trips and the generation time for TBO and

CBO models (107 ms equals to approximately 2.78 hours). Figure 10(a) shows the results

of experiments with time interval 5s, 100s and 200s in TBO model. Figure 10(b) shows
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the results of experiments with 5m, 100m and 200m as the threshold in CBO model.

Figure 11 shows the transpose plot of the experiment results for TBO and CBO mod-

els. The figures show series for each number of trips with the runtime as y-axes and the

time interval (Figure 11(a)) and the distance threshold (Figure 11(b)) as x-axes. The rela-

tionship is clearly inversely proportional but not linear in the length of the reporting time

interval and the reporting distance threshold. An given increase in the x value does not

yield a constant decrease in the y value independent of x. For example an increase from

5s to 100s approximately (100s) represents a decrease of about 8 ∗ 106 ms for the 20000

trips case. Meanwhile, an approximately same increase in x from 100s to 200s does only

yield a decrease of approximately 3 ∗ 106 ms. Hence, the runtime is inversely propor-

tional to the reporting time interval but the relationship is sublinear, which means that the

decrease in runtime is less than what would be expected under a linear relationship).
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Figure 11: Transpose plots for TBO and CBO model

In the LBO model group, the experiments are divided into five groups: the first three

groups are characterized by range of sensors(500,1000,1500), the experiments in each

group are conducted with the same number of sensors but varying sensor range among

different groups; the other two groups are characterized by number of sensors(10,400).

Within each group, four experiments classified by number of trips are carried out. And

in the NSBR model group, four experiments are performed with varying number of trips.
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Figure 12 illustrates the results for LBO model experiments. Figure 13 shows the results

for NSBR model.
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Figure 12: Simulation time for varying sensors number, sensors’ range and number of

objects for LBO model

The time for computing one trip is within 948-1196 msec for the TBO observation

model, is within 812-869 msec for the CBO observation model, is within 620-1101 msec

for the LBO observation model and is within 530-552 msec for the NSBR observation

model. In the NSBR model results it took 44182920 ms (which is about 12.27 hours) to

generate 80,000 trips, while in the OD file it can be observed that there are nearly 840,000

trips generated in three days, which means on average there are about 240,000 trips per

day for 50,000 inhabitants in Copenhagen city. It can be calculated that the generator

can simulate 8.5% of the trips generated within one day in a city like Copenhagen with

590 thousand inhabitants in about 29.6 hours. The real time simulation experiments

are divided into peak hour real time simulation and off peak hour real time simulation.

During peak hours, from 8am to 9am, there are in total 126446 trips and the generator

has to calculate from 6155 to 11811 objects positions every second (the generator clock)

during this peak hour, which is a heavy workload and the simulation can not keep up

with real time and be completed within one hour. The experiments results show that
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the extended simulator can in real time perform the simulation with 4% (5057 trips) of

the motorized trips (longer than 3km) during peak hour (from 8am to 9am with 126446

trips). During off peak hours, from 1pm to 2pm, there are in total 9751 trips and 688 to

798 objects positions to be determined every second (the generator clock). The extended

generator can perform simulation with 100% (9751 trips) of the motorized trips during

off peak hour (from 1pm to 2pm with 9751 trips).These statistics indicate the possibility

of generating larger datasets in an acceptable period of time.
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Figure 13: Simulation time for varying number of objects for NSBR model

The NSBR trajectory model adopts the constant speed for the outputs, which makes

it comparatively faster than the other models. In order to examine into the approximation

locations in NSBR deviating actual locations to what extent, a single trajectory is picked

from a dense simulation, in which there are 1000 objects starting from the same origins

heading towards the same destinations. The approximated locations in the NSBR model

and the actual locations along the picked trajectory in the TBO model are compared. In

the picked trajectory with the length of 1646m, the objects’ speed varies from 21.9KPH

to 119.3KPH, and the TBO model is given based on 5-second sampling and the NSBR

model is performed of the same objects. The square root of the squared errors of the loca-

tions occupies 6.3% of the whole length of the trajectory, which means that the simulator

enables the fast simulation of moving objects in NSBR model which is only 6.3% off the

real locations of the objects.
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N12 Time for each trip(P3 to P4)

0 128.8s

1000 141.9s

2000 177.3s

Table 4: Results for scenario with 500 as value of N34 and 1 as value of Ratio(W∗:Wi)

5.2.2 Experiment results for traffic congestion simulation

In the traffic congestion simulation, the scenario is constructed that a congestion arises in

the simulator as the number of trips whose motion are simulated from a given common

origin O and move towards their common destination D are increasing on the network.

Consequently, according to the implemented dynamic cost model the speed at which

objects can move on the segments on paths between O and D is gradually decreasing.

Because of the dynamically decreasing speeds on the network segments the objects will

select other path alternatives between O and D. The trips are started up simultaneously

during a fixed time period from 7:00am to 7:5am on a given date. The scenario simulation

are divided into three different groups, one with 10 trips, one with 100 trips and one with

1000 trips. The original time taken for one object travelling from O to D is 139.123s.

As the number of trips between O and D is increased to 100 and 1000, the trips times

increase to 160.971 and 1290.385 seconds, respectively. Figure 14 demonstrates the

plots of the paths taken by the objects between O and D under different number of trips

to better illustrate the spatial aspects. Figure 14(a), 14(b), 14(c), 14(d) show the paths

taken by objects in the 1, 10, 100, and 1000 trip experiments respectively.

5.2.3 Experiment results for the constructed scenarios for intersection model

Several intersection scenarios are constructed for the justification of the intersection

model. Figure 15 shows the road network for the construction, there are varying number

of trips starting from point P1 to point P2, at the same time there are a fixed number of

trips starting from point P3 to point P4, all the trips intersect at intersection point I .
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(a) Original route (b) 10 trips

(c) 100 trips (d) 1000 trips

Figure 14: Dynamically varying paths of objects under varying levels of congestion

By varying the number of trips from P1 to P2 or varying the ratio between W∗ and Wi

(Section 4.3), the time taken for each trip starting from P3 to P4 is recorded. The results

are listed in table 4 and table 5, N12 and N34 represents the number of trips starting from

P1 to P2 and from P3 to P4, respectively. If the value of Ratio (W∗:Wi) is equal to

1, it means that the speed of the objects are evenly influenced by the density of the edge

on which the target object is traveling on and the densities of all the other relative edges

connected by the intersection node. If the value of Ratio (W∗:Wi) is less than 1, it

means that the speed of the objects are more influenced by the densities of all the other

relative edges connected by the intersection node than the density of the edge on which

the target object is traveling on. Time for each trip(P3 to P4) is the time in

seconds for each trip starting from P3 to P4.
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Figure 15: Illustration of the constructed scenarios for the intersection model

Ratio(W∗:Wi)Time for each trip(P3 to P4)

3:3 141.9s

3:4 165.0s

3:6 178.3s

Table 5: Results for scenario with 1000 as value of N12 and 500 as value of N34

6 Discussion

First part of this sections focuses on the analysis and comparison of the results for move-

ments observation models and trajectory referencing models. The second part mainly

discusses the experiments outcomes of the traffic congestion simulation and the con-

structed intersection scenarios.

6.1 Discussion for movements observation and trajectory referenc-

ing models

It is feasible to generate considerable amount of requested trips within a reasonable pe-

riod of time on a standard computer. It is notable that it is more time-consuming to create

the TBO model than the CBO and NSBR models. The reason is that the TBO model
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needs the updates of object position at every customized time interval to produce one

record in the LR, ER implementation. The shorter the time interval is set, the longer will

it take for the generator to create the output. In the CBO and NSBR cases, the generator

updates position of the object once an edge is fully traversed, rather than querying about

the object position every time interval, the updating frequency is much lower compared

to the TBO model. The most time consuming part is the updating of positions, after the

positions are recorded, the different position records for the reports of CBO and NSBR

model can be created by corresponding mathematical algorithms. In the LBO model re-

sults, it is obvious that the generation time is likely to be influenced by the variation of

the number of sensors, but is inconspicuously influenced by the sensor range variation.

It is apparent that as the number of trips increases, some of the computation time

increases gradually, yet some change with a sudden jump. The underlying reason is that

the generated trips are with different origins and destinations. The generator may have to

calculate 1000 objects positions at one time moment, but 200 objects positions at another

time moment. Besides, the trip length varies according to different trips. As a result,

the generating time does not rise uniformly. Nevertheless, computation time for LBO

model depends not only on the number of trips but also on the number of sensors. LBO

model starts with collecting intersected edges, and classifies the edges into four types

(as mentioned in section 4.5). Then as the generator updates the route of the objects, it

compares the current edge with the collected edges for each sensor. If there are more

trajectories intersected with the range frontier of the sensors, it will take more time to

compute the records for LBO model. As the sensors’ positions does not distribute evenly,

as a result, there are sometimes great changes for computing LBO model and sometimes

the tendency for changing is gradual.

In the transpose plots series(Figure 11) for each number of trips, it is notable that in

the transpose plots for TBO model, the runtime rise more sharply when the time interval

increases from 5s to 100s than from 100s to 200s and from 200s to 300s. The non-linear

change is due to the frequency of position updating. For example, one object takes 600s

to travel from its origin to its destination, if the time interval is 5s, the generator has
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to update and store 120 position records along the object’s trajectory, while if the time

interval is set to be 100s, 200s and 300s, then there will be 6, 3 and 2 position records,

respectively. As the objects’ position update is the most time consuming part, the more

frequently the position is updated the less time-efficient for the generation. This is also

the reason why the 5s, 100s, 200s and 300s are selected for the time intervals. Given

a fixed number of objects, the simulation time is intended to be influence more by the

differences between the quotients (which indicates the object position update times) of

travel time divided by the corresponding time interval, than by the differences between

the value of the time intervals. If the time interval is set to be one second, which means

the generator has to update all the current positions for all the objects 60 times within one

minute, it is very time consuming. As a result, the 5s is chosen as a compromise between

simulation time and the approximately constant difference between two time intervals.

In the experiments, for a fixed number of objects, the interval between the chosen time

intervals are approximately 100s. The simulation time drops dramatically from 5s to

100s compared with the steady decrease from 100s to 200s; the simulation time drop

from 100s to 200s and the drop from 200s to 300s are stable describing a nearly linear

trend. The case also applies for the CBO transpose plots.

6.2 Discussion for traffic congestion simulation and constructed in-

tersection scenario

In the traffic congestion simulation experiments, it can be observed that when the number

of objects on the edges is less than the edge capacity, the objects will take the original

route with the lowest cost. If the number of objects on the segment is greater than equal

to the maximum allowed number of objects, which means the segment is congested, the

speed of the objects on the segment will start to decrease. And when the speed has

decreased to the minimum required speed for traversing an edge in the 100 and 1000

trips experiments, the generator re-computes the routes for the objects to take other paths

with lowest cost at that time. In the 1000 trips experiments, it can be seen that the objects
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propagate to previous segments and take other paths to the destination. However, in real

life, when there is a congestion, the road will be crowded by other vehicles, a propagation

to previous roads may not be operable. Further more,if there is no route of retreat, even

when the speed of the objects is far less than the minimum required speed, the vehicles

have to wait for the congestion to dredge.

In the intersection scenario, it can be concluded that when the Ratio (W∗:Wi) is

equal to 1, which also means that the densities of the target edges on which the target

objects are traveling on and the densities of all the other relative edges connected by

the same node as the target edges have the same impact on the objects’ speed, in this

situation, by increasing the number of trips intersecting at the same intersection node as

the target trips, the time taken for each target trip also increases. When the number of

trips intersecting at the same intersection node and the number of the target trips are fixed,

by decreasing the Ratio (W∗:Wi) value, the time taken for each target trip increases.

The limitation of the proposed extended generator is that during the simulation pro-

cess, the generator can not keep up with real time. For example, if user specify the time

interval as one second, when the simulation starts, it may take more than one second in

the real world time for the generator to tick to the next second. The underlying reason

is that, the generator has to calculate and record positions of the objects at current time

before it goes to the next second. The experiments results show that the generator can

keep up with real time during off peak hours, while can perform the simulation with 4%

of the motorized trips during peak hours.

7 Conclusions and Further Work

The network based moving object generator allows the involvement of information from

real world (the road network), making the outcomes more practical and applicable for

the analysis of realistic issues. Brinkhoff Generator is a network based moving object

generator which adopts real road network as the datasets generation basis and combined

with user-defined parameters to create appropriate outputs.
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In this thesis, the Brinkoff Generator is initialized with road network containing road

information about edge name, edge length, restricted speed, edge class, and etc. The

simulated synthetic data specifies the origin and destination of each moving object trip.

Then with the user-friend interface and a property file to implement three movement

observation models and three trajectory referencing models. In conclusion, the extended

generator can be summarized to the following characteristics:

• In the original Brinkhoff Generator, the generated trips’ origin and destination

points are generated according to road network density or region population den-

sity. Differently, in the extended generator, the simulated synthetic data based

origin-destination initialization enables simulation of the real world traffic sce-

nario.

• The TBO observation model implements the monitoring of object positions in user-

defined time interval, while the CBO model report object positions each time at

user-defined threshold. The TBO and CBO model independently create two equiv-

alent but different object trajectory referencing models: LR and ER. These two

models enable the user-defined movement observation of the trajectories of mov-

ing objects, realizing flexible supervision into the behaviour of moving objects.

Three trajectory referencing models (LR, ER and NSBR model) diversify the rep-

resentations of moving objects’ routes. Trajectories of vehicles can be used in

simulation of traffic jam, certain area traffic patterns analysis, testing of various

querying languages into Spatio-Temporal Database, and etc. The combination of

TBO, CBO models and LR, ER models widens the portrayal of trajectories.

• LBO model enables the function of carrying inspections into different zones of the

target area. By monitoring roads within each sensor range, the LBO observation

model reports the in-time and out-time of each object. The total number of ob-

jects at a specific time in corresponding range can be easily obtained, which can

aid research of transportation application such as road load alleviation analysis,

congestion charging analysis and pricing policies.

• The relationship between simulation time and number of objects is not linear in
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all movement observation models and trajectory referencing models. However, in

the big picture, as the number of objects increase the simulation time rises. The

extended generator can simulate 8.5% motorized trips in real time when simulating

objects during off peak hours, but can simulate 0.34% motorized trips in real time

during peak hours. Given a fixed number of OD pairs, the smaller the time interval

and distance threshold is, the less time and memory is taken for the TBO and CBO

model; the lower the number of sensors, the faster the LBO model completes and

the lower space the LBO output occupies. NSBR model is the least time and space

consuming model, as the generator only has to know the edges’ end node positions

along the actual route during the simulation. The generator can simulate 8.5% of

the realistic trips generated in one day in less then 29 hours, 4% of the motorized

trips (5057 trips from total 126446 trips) during peak hour, 100% of the motorized

trips (9751 trips) during off peak hour of a city like Copenhagen with 590 thousand

inhabitants on a standard computer.

• In the proposed modified Greenshield model, if the number of objects and the

weight is fixed for the target edge, by increasing number of objects on the rela-

tive edges but fixing the relative weights, or by increasing the relative weights but

fixing the number of objects, the travelling time for the target object to reach the

destination decreases accordingly, which indicates that the proposed Greenshield

speed-density model is operational and realistic. The traffic congestion simulation

and the proposed model for the research on interactions of objects at intersections

enables the construction of traffic scenarios from the real world. The extended

simulator is in support of simple but realistic modelling of object speed in con-

sideration of the effects from objects on relative edges at intersections, and road

network congestion degree control.

In the current extended generator, the start and end nodes are given at the beginning,

then the route is computed. During the computation, the speed of the object is assumed to

be fixed, for achieving ideal routes. However, in reality a variety of factors contribute to

the route of a moving object,for example, the purpose of traveling. Most of the time a trip
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is generated according to travellers’ purpose, different purposes lead to diverse routes. If

a trip is generated for tourism, the route via scenic spots would be more practical; if one

travels for work, the shortest path from home to the destination may be preferable, etc.

The factors listed above provide possibility of deviation between the computed route

and the route in reality. As a result, if the actual routes of each object can be provided,

the extended generator can produce more accurate observation models and trajectory

referencing models for analysis concerning real situation.

In the implemented generator, the object movement is focused on the road network.

For simulating marine transportation or air traffic cases, the moving object does not sim-

ply follow ‘road’ networks. The realization of moving object generator on the above

cases, particular types of networks have to be set up, and special regulations on the net-

work segments have to be established.
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